Users Guide for WERS Watershed Mapping Application
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Getting Started
What is a GIS?
 A GIS is a computer system that can capture, store, analyze, and display
geographically referenced information; that is, data identified according to
location.
 GIS = procedures, operating personnel, and spatial data that go into the
system.

These instructions cover the web based GIS offered by AA County WERS
Watershed Mapping Application. The data published in the mapping application
is offered to the public to increase awareness of the conditions of AA county
watersheds.
The Watershed Ecosystem and Restoration Services Division (WERS) is located in the Bureau of
Engineering in Anne Arundel County's Department of Public Works. The division develops and delivers
technical environmental assessment, planning, and implementation information and regulatory support to
the Department of Public Works, Inspections and Permits; and Planning and Zoning. This support
enables these agencies to carry out their responsibilities for successfully managing delegated programs
outlined in the County's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems (NPDES-MS4) Permit, the
State's Critical Area program, and the State Forest Conservation Act, as their responsibilities for land use
decisions set fourth in the County Code.

http://www.aacounty.org/dpw/watershed
Many watershed studies and other valuable information is available at the
website above.
Internet Browser preparation:
Prior to accessing the online mapping application,



Open an internet browser (Explorer, etc)
Under Tools –

Turn off pop off blocker-allow pop-ups
 Delete Browsing History
 Delete Temporary Internet Files
 Delete Cookies
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I. Accessing the Mapping Application:
The mapping application can be accessed via the world wide web:
1)Directly: gis-world.aacounty.org/wers
2)Through the AA County webpage: www.aacounty.org/dpw/watershed
Click on Watershed Mapping Application in Quick Links, to launch application

II. Navigation in the WERS Mapping Application
WERS Mapping Application Basics
Once accessed, initial screen looks like the picture below
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Locating a point of investigation
When interested in a specific location to learn something about, this location is a
“point of investigation”.
To locate point of investigation, you can use the options on the locate bar or
navigate on the map frame.
To use the locate bar to find an address, click find address

Find address

Enter the street number and name of street but leave off all abbreviations such as
Rd, Ct, Way, Dr. Click on Find.

Mapping application will place results in Results box in upper left, and place push
pin locator on map.
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To make the map move to the resulting location,
right click to either zoom to, pan to, or remove the results and then you can find
another address. Each time a new push point will be placed on the map frame.

To use the locate bar to find a point of interest:

Click on point of interest, then right click to zoom to point of interest on map.
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Navigation and Analysis with the tool bar
Zoom In Zoom Out Pan

Full Extent Last view

Magnifier Identify Measure

Zoom options:
1) Click on zoom on tool bar, click on map area to center zoom on. To zoom
further, continue to click on map area.
2) Or Drag a box on map box around area of interest
3) Can also use zoom bar in upper left corner of map box
Special notes about zoom:
 many attribute layers will not display on map until at threshold zoom levelzoom in, layers will add
 Zoom = automatically Ortho photography layer turns on, might need to
turn off
 Zoom is fixed
Pan
Pan will move left and right in the map frame. Click on pan symbol, then move
into map frame, dragging left or right, repositioning center of map frame.
Full Extent
Returns map frame to original map view, overview of AA county.
Last View
These two arrows will navigate forward and backward to the map views that you
have created.
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Identify feature

Identify reveals the data that created the map that you are viewing!

When you want information about a feature displayed in the mapping
application, you can use the Identify tool on the Tools toolbar. The Identify tool
allows you to see the attributes of your data and is an easy way to learn
something about a location in a map. Clicking the Identify tool on a location inside
the map frame will present the attributes of the data at that location. When
identifying features with the Identify tool, the attributes are presented in a
feature-by-feature, layer-by-layer manner in the Identify window. When you add
layers to display graphically by choosing attribute layers on the left side layer
table, you can view the underlying and affiliated data by using “identify” on a
spot on the map. For example:
In the map below, the soils layer is being displayed (color coded for hydrological
soil type). Identify was used to reveal the data table about the type C soil under
this identify button.
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Identify can be used to display multiple data layers by clicking on the drop down
menu.

In this example, 3 layers of information are displayed.
Identify may reveal some information that is hyperlinked such as photos, files. To
view the hyperlinked information, you must identify a marked feature (usually
marked with a label indicated in map contents) on the map, and then open the
affiliated hyperlink.
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Hyperlink here results in a photo of a dump site which was marked on the map by
a label.

Measure Tool
The measure tool can provide coordinates of points, measure
linear distance, and area. To use, click on the measure tool in
the upper right hand tool bar, then click on the map frame.

 Measure Point
for x/y coordinates (coordinates represent Projected State Plan
NAD83 Feet Maryland datum.)
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 Measure Line for linear distance (pick units)
To use, click on measure tool bar, click on line tool (zig zag
symbol shown below). Click on map at interested starting
point, and double click at interested ending point. You
can then adjust the units of measurement.

 Measure Polygon for Area (pick units)
To use the measure polygon tool, click on the measure
tool bar, click on the polygon shape for area. On the map,
click on the interested starting point, then proceed with
clicks on every turning point around the area of interest.
End the polygon by double clicking. You can then choose
units of measurement.
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IV. Layers
Information from various AA county data sets can be
graphically displayed by adding different “layers” of
information to the map area. The figure below shows the
layers available, in the map contents frame.
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To add data layers to the map frame, simply click on the interested layer in the
map contents frame. Each layer can be expanded by clicking/unclicking on the +/box. The labels and keys are revealed by expanding the layers.

** note: all data is updated when available, not all AA County data is visible
here.
a) Master Steward and symbolized by a pink triangle, indicates the location of
Anne Arundel County Master Watershed Stewards
b) Parcel: parcel layer is light green line, and defines property boundaries. It
is a digitized version of the plats available. Some inherent errors exist with
the presentation of the parcel layer. Tax account information can be
identified in the parcel.
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Tax account information can be used to determine ownership, address, size of
property, etc from the Real Property Data Base.
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Other valuable information can be derived from the Real Property Data Search
Use book/page number from Real Property Data Search to enter into Plats.net

For plat.net , use book/page #

Book

page

Plats.net access
username=plato
password=plato#
Plats.net provides detailed plat drawings
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Other good information available at the DPW Engineering Records Access-here is
where as-built documents are stored

DPW Engineering Records: http://gisworld.aacounty.org/DPWCounter/countermap.aspx
This is a similar GIS application to WERS GIS, with different data layers available.
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Sample Engineering Drawing
c. Structure addresses: gives building number
d. Drainlines:





5 acre drainage areas
Path where concentrated flow initiates
“bottom of the 5 acres”- Q is flow in cu ft/s
If you use Identify feature here, flow information for various storm events
is provided
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e. Terrain Data: must expand layer and turn on topo block and topo labels to
interpret

f. Urban Features: Expand to indicate building rooftop, identify for precalculated
area of rooftop or area of roadway or parking
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g. Stream Assessment: must expand to see numerous data types related to
streams.
Buffer, Dump Site, Erosion and Obstruction are impact scores
1=least severe 10=most severe
Headcuts= height in feet
Crossing=vulnerability for flooding
10=most vulnerable-overtops in 1 yr storm event
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h. Land Cover:
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i. Utilities:

j. Septics

Results of Identify on map with septic layer
will reveal information about the septic system present
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k. Soils: indicate hydrological soil group based on USGS soil maps, and give
information regarding infiltration rates of soil and suitability for
bioretention/raingardens
AA County Raingarden page:
www.aacounty.org/dpw/highways/raingarden.cfm

l. AA County Subwatershed priority for preservation and restoration
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m. Impairments: gives number and type of watershed impairments

n. Environmental Restoration:

This layer displays locations and background information for completed
restoration projects by AA County, watershed organizations, private citizens,
landscape industry, and others.
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V.

Using WERS GIS maps in presentations
WERS GIS does not have an export map function or map post processing
capability.
Maps may be saved to other software programs such as MS
Powerpoint, MS Word, etc for use in presentations and documents
using the screen capture feature of your computer.
To screen capture a map derived from WERS GIS, press cntrl and prt sc
buttons simultaneously. Some computers will require the fn and prt sc
buttons to be used. Note: it is not apparent that anything is captured,
but the image will be stored in the notepad until “pasted” into software.
Open Powerpoint, Word or other editing software, and paste image.
To paste image, press ctrl “V”. Once image appears, use format picture
features in software to crop, edit, add shapes, text etc.
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VI.

Calculations using data from WERS GIS
Information from the WERS GIS can be used to complete a variety of
calculations and complete the Center for Watershed Protection
Neighborhood Source Assessment.
Sample Imperviousness calculation:
Zoom into a property. Turn on parcel layer. Turn on Urban Features,
building rooftop, driveways and roadways.

Click on identify tool.
Move cursor over building rooftop. Identify reveals area of precalculated
building rooftop area. Write down this value=Area (rooftop)
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Move cursor over driveway area, click identify. Identify will reveal area
of parking area. Write this down, Area (parking).
Use measure tool to draw out and measure area of any other existing
impervious surface, such as walkways, pool area etc.

Add all impervious values together:
Area (rooftop)+ Area (parking)+ Area (pool)=total impervious.
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Total parcel area can be measured using measure tool.
 Pool deck+ parking and roadways+ building= area of imperviousness
5009 sq ft + 7387 sq ft + 2584 sq ft= 14980 sq ft
14980 sq ft x .63 g/sqft=9467 gallons H20 in a 1 “ storm
%imperviousness=total imperviousness/total parcel area.
14980 sq ft/ 97268 sq ft (total parcel area)= 15%
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